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Tools is able to extract most .Mishtotah Mishtotah (, lit. "two lands") was an ancient Judean confederacy of two tribes (from ),
Judah and Simeon. The two tribes were sons of Judah. They are thought to be descendents of Zerah and Hezron. When they set
out to cross the Jordan River, Moses commanded them to divide the land into two equal parts. The land was to be theirs forever.
These lands were later called the "Mishneh land" (, Mishtotah) and the "Manasseh land" (, Manassatelim) after the subgroups of
each tribe. Confederacy with Levi Exodus 13:3 states, "Is it because there were no more of the tribes of Israel that Yahweh
could make a great nation for himself?" The identity of these remaining two tribes is unknown, but it could be either Levi or
Benjamin. In Exodus 18:1, Moses heard what went on in the former Israelite camp. When the elders of the church of the Lord
appeared in the camp, they drove out all the people. All except a Levite, a family of four, and a family of two. (As the Levites
were not a tribe, however, this may refer to the fact that one of the two tribes of Israel was joined with the Levites.) Some text
scholars identify the tribe of Simeon as the tribe of Levi, but it could also be Benjamin. Biblical texts The tribe of Simeon
became the tribe of Levi. According to Exodus 13, all Simeonians, or at least those of the tribe, served in the Tabernacle. But,
according to Numbers 3:6–10, one Levi and one Simeon were given sacred roles (among the priests) because of the
commandment given to the Israelites by the Lord. In Numbers 3, the Lord gave Moses the command to count the amount of
gold and silver objects made by the Israelites. Among the numbered objects was an altar. One of the Simeon tribes (or family)
and one of the Levi tribes (or family) were named for the altar. (The other 1cb139a0ed
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